STOP TTIP

TTIP is just the latest episode in a
process where corporate profit is
placed before the good of society. This
neo-liberal agenda has already created
vast inequality, economic crisis and
environmental destruction. We believe
that long-term prosperity can only rest
on foundations of equality and sustainability. We need a democratic economy
that works not for corporations but for
citizens.

CORPORATE POWER GRAB!
Stop TTIP before it kills our
democracy, accelerates fracking
and destroys the NHS.
The Green Party is campaigning
against a secretly negotiated trade
deal between the USA and EU.
The Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership aims to
promote trade and investment but
does so by massively shifting power
from voters to corporations.
Whistleblowers have leaked details
of negotiations that show that
TTIP would establish secret courts
that would be staffed by unelected
officials. These courts could sue
governments if they reduced company
profits.
In short profit would come before our
democratic sovereignty.

Green Party for the common good
“TTIP negotiations are not secret to hundreds of corporate lawyers
and lobbyists1 who are rating the detailed regulations. You can guess
what they are and why they are secret2.” Noam Chomsky
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lobbying
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transatlantic_Trade_and_Investment_Partnership#cite_note-29

Natalie Bennett, Green Party Leader, demonstrates
against fracking.

• Green Parties in England and Wales,
and in Europe, are fighting TTIP. But did
you know that Conservatives, Liberal
Democrats and Labour are supporting it?

From GM food and animal welfare to
workers protection and fracking – it will
become possible that laws that raise
standards but restrict corporations will
be thrown out if TTIP laws are passed.

Please join us to halt this treaty which
challenges our democracy, our environment, our NHS, our standards of animal
welfare and, above all, protection for
workers in the European Union.

For example, Phillip Morris is trying to
sue governments that legislate for plain
packets of cigarettes that could reduce
tobacco sales. TTIP would give them far
more power to do this.
• The NHS, which is already under attack,
would be opened up to greater
competition by TTIP and destroyed.
Restrictions on copyright from TTIP
would threaten net neutrality and our
free use of the web.

Join the

Green Party MEPs Jean Lambert and Keith Taylor
forced the EU to abandon plans that would affect
our online privacy and digital rights.

Green Party today

We depend on the support of our members for all the work we do –
we don’t get donations from big corporates or unions like other parties.
Annual membership starts from £5 for students, £10.50 concessions.
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